
Groningen 2019-12-02 
 
Dear tenant, 
 
 
Below you can read new information regarding your residency in de Woldring Locatie. 
 

• We request that you handle the countertop in your kitchen with care. Do not put any heavy 
loads on the countertop. In other words, do not lean, climb or stand on top of your 
countertop. Any damages that are caused by incorrect use of your countertop will be 
charged to you. 

• Once more we request that you place your bicycle in the individually numbered bicycle 
parking place. Do not place your bicycle in front of the main entrance. 

• Smoking is not permitted outside of the designated areas. These areas are adjacent to both 
main entrances and next to the entrance gate (water side). Cigarettes need to be disposed of 
by throwing them in the underground ash-trays (Drop Pit). These are located at the 3 
designated smoking spots. Furthermore, it is strictly forbidden to smoke directly in front of 
the main entrances. By doing so, you might bother other non-smokers. 

• In the fitness area there is a possibility to follow a guided circuit-training:  
We are Johannes van Dalsen and Amilcar Sillé. Sports have been our passions since we were 
young and is still an important part of your daily life! Training, coaching and guiding athletes 
has given us a lot of satisfaction and happiness. Both of us are working at different gyms in 
Groningen as certified trainers. 
If you are looking for professional guidance during exercising, please contact us. Hopefully we 
can soon get acquainted and see you at the circuit-training! 
See you soon! 

• When you are under the impression that your tag does not respond correctly (at your 
apartment door), there are a few things you can try: 

o Pull firmly on the door handle before trying again to 
unlock your door. 

o Try unlocking your door by pressing your tag flat to 
the handle overlapping the ‘SimonsVoss’ text. Keep 
your tag positioned like this for at least several 
seconds whilst waiting for your door to unlock. 

o You can once more try to ‘update’ your tag by 
operating one of the Smart Relais (pictured to the 
right) with your tag. These are generally located at 
the shared doors: building front doors, fitness doors 
and/or bicycle entrance street- and waterside.  

 
 

With kind regards, 
 
 
Woldring Verhuur  



 


